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Extent
116 folders

Access
Collection is open to all researchers. Access to Bush Presidential Records, Bush Vice Presidential Records, and Quayle Vice Presidential Records is governed by the Freedom of Information Act (FOIA)(5 USC 552 as amended) and the Presidential Records Act (PRA)(44 USC 22) and therefore records may be restricted in whole or in part in accordance with legal exemptions.

Copyright
Documents in this collection that were prepared by officials of the United States government as part of their official duties are in the public domain. Researchers are advised to consult the copyright law of the United States (Title 17, USC) which governs the making of photocopies or other reproductions of copyrighted material.

Provenance
Official records of George Bush’s presidency and vice presidency are housed at the George Bush Presidential Library and administered by the National Archives and Records Administration (NARA) under the provisions of the Presidential Records Act (PRA).

Processed By
Staff Archivists, September 2014. Previously restricted materials are added as they are released.

System of Arrangement
Records that are responsive to this FOIA request were found in one collection area-Bush Presidential Records: Staff and Office Files. Staff and Office Files are processed at the folder level, that is, individual documents are not selected and removed from a folder for processing. While this method maintains folder integrity, it frequently results in the incidental processing of documents that are not wholly responsive to the subject area.
Scope and Content
The materials in FOIA 2014-0907-S are a systematically processed body of documents from the files of Stephen Farrar. Farrar acted as Special Assistant to the President and Senior Director for International Economic Affairs from 1988-89 and as Associate Director of the Office of Policy Development from 1989-92. The records consist of correspondence, press releases, printed material, reports, and statements. These records address international economic issues such as debt, economic summits, the environment, foreign investment in the U.S., NAFTA, telecommunications, trade policy, and the Uruguay Round.

It should be noted that a significant number of the documents listed here are security classified and have been closed under the restrictions of the Freedom of Information Act.

The following is a list of documents and folders processed in response to FOIA 2014-0907-S.

Bush Presidential Records: Staff and Office Files

Policy Development, White House Office of
Farrar, Stephen P., Files—Chronological Files
  January 1989 [OA/ID CF00211]
  February–March 1989 [1] [OA/ID CF00211]
  February–March 1989 [2] [OA/ID CF00211]

Farrar, Stephen P., Files—Subject Files
  Agriculture [OA/ID CF00211]
  Argentina [OA/ID CF00211]
  Brazil [OA/ID CF00211]
  COCOM [Coordinating Committee for Multilateral Export Controls] [OA/ID CF00211]
  Debt [OA/ID CF00211]
  Defense NSR [OA/ID CF00211]
  East-West Trade [OA/ID CF00211]
  Export Controls [OA/ID CF00211]
  Foreign Investment in the U.S. [1] [OA/ID CF00211]
  Foreign Investment in the U.S. [2] [OA/ID CF00211]
  Foreign Investment in the U.S. [3] [OA/ID CF00211]
  Foreign Investment in the U.S. [4] [OA/ID CF00211]
  Trade [OA/ID CF00211]

Farrar, Stephen P., Files—Subject Files / Country Files
  Subject/Country Files: Mexico [OA/ID CF01121]
  Subject/Country Files: NAFTA [OA/ID CF01121]
  Subject/Country Files: Panama [OA/ID CF01121]
  Subject/Country Files: Poland [1] [OA/ID CF01121]
  Subject/Country Files: Poland [2] [OA/ID CF01121]
  Subject/Country Files: Satellites [1] [OA/ID CF01121]
  Subject/Country Files: Satellites [2] [OA/ID CF01121]
  Subject/Country Files: Taiwan [OA/ID CF01121]
  Subject/Country Files: Thailand [OA/ID CF01121]
  Subject/Country Files: USSR [OA/ID CF01121]
  IEP Breakfasts [OA/ID CF01121]
  [Files printed from disk] [OA/ID CF01121]

Farrar, Stephen P., Files—Trade Files
  Trade Chron Files: 1989 [OA/ID CF01119]
  Trade Chron Files: 1990 [OA/ID CF01119]
Trade Chron Files: 1991 [OA/ID CF01119]
Trade Chron Files: 1992 [OA/ID CF01119]
Trade Files: Agriculture [1] [OA/ID CF01119]
Trade Files: Agriculture [2] [OA/ID CF01119]
Trade Files: Agriculture (Sugar) [OA/ID CF01119]
Trade Files: EEC 1992 [1] [OA/ID CF01119]
Trade Files: EEC 1992 [2] [OA/ID CF01119]
Trade Files: GSP [OA/ID CF01119]
Trade Files: Japan [1] [OA/ID CF01119]
Trade Files: Japan [2] [OA/ID CF01119]
Trade Files: Japan—SII [1] [OA/ID CF01119]
Trade Files: Japan—SII [2] [OA/ID CF01119]
Trade Files: Japan—SII [3] [OA/ID CF01119]
Trade Files: Machine Tools [OA/ID CF01119]
Trade Files: Pacific Rim [OA/ID CF01119]
Trade Files: Section 301 Actions [OA/ID CF01119]
Trade Files: Semiconductors [OA/ID CF01119]
Trade Files: Soviet Union [OA/ID CF01119]
Trade Files: Shipbuilding [OA/ID CF01119]
Trade Files: Steel VRA[1] [OA/ID CF01119]
Trade Files: Steel VRA[2] [OA/ID CF01119]
Trade Files: Steel VRA[3] [OA/ID CF01119]
Trade Files: Steel VRA[4] [OA/ID CF01119]
Trade Files: Super/Special 301 [OA/ID CF01119]
Trade Files: Telecommunications [OA/ID CF01120]
Trade Files: Textiles [OA/ID CF01120]
Trade Files: Trade Policy [OA/ID CF01120]
Trade Files: Trade Strategy [1] [OA/ID CF01120]
Trade Files: Trade Strategy [2] [OA/ID CF01120]
Trade Files: Trade Strategy [3] [OA/ID CF01120]
Trade Files: Trade Strategy [4] [OA/ID CF01120]
Trade Files: Uruguay Round [OA/ID CF01120]
Debt Files: Andean Countries [OA/ID CF01120]
Debt Files: Brazil [OA/ID CF01120]
Debt Files: Mexico [OA/ID CF01120]
Debt Files: Africa [OA/ID CF01120]
Debt Files: Debt (General) [OA/ID CF01120]
Debt Files: Brady Plan [OA/ID CF01120]
Subject/Country Files: Asia [OA/ID CF01120]
Subject/Country Files: Canada [OA/ID CF01120]
Subject/Country Files: Czechoslovakia [OA/ID CF01120]
Subject/Country Files: China [OA/ID CF01120]
Subject/Country Files: Columbia [OA/ID CF01120]
Subject/Country Files: Development [OA/ID CF01120]
Subject/Country Files: Eastern Europe [OA/ID CF01120]
Subject/Country Files: Economic Summits [1] [OA/ID CF01120]
Subject/Country Files: Economic Summits [2] [OA/ID CF01120]
Subject/Country Files: Economic Summit (London) [OA/ID CF01120]
Subject/Country Files: Economic Summit (Munich) [OA/ID CF01120]
Subject/Country Files: Environment [OA/ID CF01120]
Subject/Country Files: Export Controls [OA/ID CF01120]
Subject/Country Files: Germany [OA/ID CF01120]
Subject/Country Files: India [OA/ID CF01120]
Subject/Country Files: International Aviation [OA/ID CF01120]
Subject/Country Files: International Economic Policy [OA/ID CF01120]
Subject/Country Files: Iraq [OA/ID CF01120]
Subject/Country Files: Investment [OA/ID CF01120]
Subject/Country Files: Israel [OA/ID CF01120]
Subject/Country Files: Kuwait [OA/ID CF01120]
Subject/Country Files: Latin America [1] [OA/ID CF01120]
Subject/Country Files: Latin America [2] [OA/ID CF01120]
Subject/Country Files: Maritime [OA/ID CF01120]
[Subject/Country Files: Taiwan, Carla Hills Briefing November 23, 1992] [OA/ID CF01120]
[Farrar Notebook [1]] [OA/ID CF01120]
[Farrar Notebook [2]] [OA/ID CF01120]
[Uruguay Round]: EC Bilateral [OA/ID CF01120]
[Uruguay Round]: Non-Agriculture Issues [OA/ID CF01120]
[Uruguay Round]: Market Access—Issue Objective [OA/ID CF01120]
[Uruguay Round]: U.S.—EC Service Package [OA/ID CF01120]
[Uruguay Round]: U.S.—EC Services Sector Summary [OA/ID CF01120]
[Uruguay Round]: EC Telcom [OA/ID CF01120]
[Uruguay Round]: Correspondence, Carla Hills [OA/ID CF01120]
[Uruguay Round]: Industrial Subsidies [OA/ID CF01120]
[Uruguay Round]: Intellectual Property [OA/ID CF01120]
[Uruguay Round]: U.S.—EC Bilateral Discussions [OA/ID CF01120]
[Uruguay Round]: Quadrilateral Meetings, Canada, October 17-18, 1992 [OA/ID CF01120]
[Uruguay Round]: NAFTA Ministerial, April 6–8, 1992 [OA/ID CF01120]
[Uruguay Round]: Miscellaneous Trade Documents [OA/ID CF01120]
[Uruguay Round]: Japan/Watanabe [OA/ID CF01120]
[Uruguay Round]: Telecommunication Procurement [OA/ID CF01120]
[Uruguay Round]: Japan Economic Outlook and Situation [OA/ID CF01120]
[Uruguay Round]: NAFTA Ministerial, Montreal, Canada, April 6–8, 1992 [1] [OA/ID CF01120]
[Uruguay Round]: NAFTA Ministerial, Montreal, Canada, April 6–8, 1992 [2] [OA/ID CF01120]
[Uruguay Round]: NAFTA Ministerial, Toronto, Canada, May 13–14, 1992 [1] [OA/ID CF01120]
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